
BROOMFIELD:

ANTHEM SUBDIVISION
Go west on Highway 7 from I-25; turn south on Lowell at Anthem subdivision and take the first
left, Indian Peaks Pkwy. Proceed up the hill and turn left on Windom Loop then left on Jupiter Way.
David & Lena Lucas
16567 JupiterWay
A large stamped concrete patio with a madera block/bavaria cap sitting wall is featured in
the backyard along with a breeze pathway with tan keystone block steps used to connect
the driveway with the backyard. A Cleveland Select pear tree and an Amur clump maple
provide privacy for the backyard while dogwoods, shrub roses, lilacs, daylilies and grasses
provide color and texture.

Bruce & Jennifer Wertman
2703 Gray Wolf Loop
A large stamped concrete patio with a textured border extends across the length of the
house connecting the deck stairs with the basement sliding glass doors. A breeze pathway
with tan keystone block steps was used to connect the driveway with the backyard. A
Cleveland Select pear tree and an Amur clump maple provide privacy for the backyard
while dogwoods, shrub roses, lilacs, daylilies and grasses provide color and texture.

SPRUCE MEADOWS SUBDIVISION
From I-25, take 144th Avenue exit and go west to Zuni. Take a right on Zuni (north) and turn left
into the subdivison after 1/2 mile. First house in subdivision on corner.
Greg & Jackie Winner
2609 High Prarie Way
This home features a xeriscape plan with large berms filled with spruce, firs and aspen and
almost 30 tons of granite boulders. Cobblestone swales and Western Sunset decorative rock
were used to break up the river rock. Much of the outside perimeter are planted with a low
grow drought resistant native seed mix. There is a stamped concrete patio in the back with
a Madera block sitting wall off the composite deck. A buff flagstone pathway and colored
concrete sidewalk wind around the backyard areas for better access.

WILDGRASS SUBDIVISION
Go north on Sheridan past 144th Street; turn left on Silver Feather Circle and follow the curve.
Marty and Brandee Galvin
5259 Silver Feather Circle
Berms with a large variety of boulders accent this home’s front yard including a Spring
Snow crabapple, dwarf spruce, colorful spireas, shrub roses and ornamental grasses. The
backyard includes a playground and a large grass area irrigated with efficient MPR nozzles.
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